
Open Source, Identity Leaders to Meet at Third Identity 
Summit
InCommon Advance CAMP: Identity Services Summit 2011 to be held May 25-27 in Westminster, Colorado

ANN ARBOR, Mich. – February 3, 2011 - Research and education leaders in identity management, and open source project developers, will gather for the 
third Identity Services Summit, May 25-27, in the greater Denver area.

The Identity Services Summit, which is part of the InCommon Advance CAMP Workshop Series organized by Internet2, provides a place for identity 
management leaders, architects and developers to collaborate on common approaches to solving key identity-related problems. Attendees will also work 
to develop integration strategies for open source and commercially available software. This year’s program will build on the success of two previous 
Identity Services Summits and will immediately follow the Jasig Annual Conference, "Spotlight on Open Source," which highlights a variety of open source 
software projects for higher education.

The past two Identity Services Summits produced a list of 24 challenges that have been tackled by collaboration groups formed just for that purpose.

"The collaboration that occurs at these Identity Services Summits helps to reduce barriers to integrating new packages and services into the campus 
identity management infrastructure," explains R.L. "Bob" Morgan, co-chair of the program committee and Senior Technology Architect at the University of 
Washington.

As a result of last year's InCommon Advance CAMP, Tom Zeller, University of Memphis, is leading an initiative to explore approaches to federated 
provisioning, which entails moving identity, group, and access data between systems in different domains. By drawing identity, group and access 
information from a variety of sources, federated provisioning can allow groups of people from different institutions to have access to common files, 
databases, wikis and other tools.

In another project from the 2010 Advance CAMP, Scott Cantor of The Ohio State University is leading an effort to write a comprehensive best practices 
guide for developers of federated applications.

"The collaborative working team approach has allowed our community to make significant progress on these and other important initiatives over the last 
two years," says Tom Barton, co-chair of the program committee and Senior Director for Architecture, Integration & Security at the University of Chicago. 
"We plan to continue and extend these productive efforts this year, as well."

The meeting uses an "unconference" format in which participants pitch their challenges and possible solutions to the larger group, lead breakout sessions, 
and then identify the most common pressing needs and volunteer for the project teams that will work on these initiatives. In addition, the 2010 Advance 
CAMP program committee has continued to monitor the progress of projects that emerged from the meeting and provides periodic updates to those that 
attended.

For more information on the InCommon Advance CAMP, Identity Services Summits, visit .www.incommon.org/camp

InCommon Advance CAMP Identity Services Summit is supported by Internet2, InCommon, Jasig, the Kuali Foundation and the Internet Society.

About Internet2

Internet2 is an advanced networking consortium led by the research and education community. An exceptional partnership spanning U.S. and international 
institutions who are leaders in the worlds of research, academia, industry and government, Internet2 is developing breakthrough cyberinfrastructure 
technologies that support the most exacting applications of today---and spark the most essential innovations of tomorrow. .http://www.internet2.edu

About InCommon

The InCommon Federation ( ), operated by Internet2, provides a privacy-preserving, secure method for higher education institutions www.incommon.org
and their partners to offer single sign-on convenience to their faculty, researchers, students and staff. Through InCommon, individuals no longer need to 
maintain multiple passwords and usernames and online service providers no longer need to maintain user accounts. The educational institution manages 
the level of privacy and security for its constituents. InCommon also offers the InCommon Cert Service, providing unlimited SSL and, soon, personal 
certificates to colleges and universities at one low annual fee.

About Jasig
Jasig is a global consortium of educational institutions and commercial affiliates sponsoring free and open source software projects for higher education. 
Jasig is a member supported, non-profit 501(c)3 corporation aiming to attract, advance, and sustain communities developing enterprise-level, open source 
software that helps institutions fulfill their goals. Jasig connects people, provides infrastructure, and sponsors events that foster innovation and 
collaboration. Jasig's flagship projects include uPortal, an enterprise portal; CAS, the Central Authentication Service used for single sign-on and secure, 
proxied authentication; and Bedework, an enterprise calendar used for public events and personal and group calendaring. Jasig also manages a Project 
Incubator designed to mentor new open source projects in building community, increasing collaboration, and becoming self-sustaining. For more 
information, visit the Jasig website at www.jasig.org
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